
Multivariable Calulus, Spring 2005Computer Projet #2Tangent Planes and the Dot ProdutDUE DATE: Friday, Marh 4th, in lass.1 IntrodutionThis projet fouses on plotting the tangent plane to a funtion of two variables f(x; y) and using thedot produt to help a dating servie make the right math. The disussion on tangent planes beganwith the MAPLE Worksheet on Tangent Planes we started on Friday, Feb. 18. The tangentplane to the graph of a funtion f at the point (a; b) is the graph of the best linear approximationto f at (a; b). This is a generalization of the tangent line from Calulus 1, where the tangent linegave the best linear approximation to a funtion of one variable. We will make use of the omputersoftware MAPLE to visualize tangent planes to graphs, in partiular fousing on tangent planes topoints whih are extrema (maxs, mins or saddle points).It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive froma soure other than your lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example, atextbook, web site, another student, et. should all be appropriately referened. Please turn in onereport per group, listing the names of the groups members at the top of your report. Be sure toanswer all questions arefully and neatly, writing in omplete sentenes.The projet should be typed although you do not have to typeset your mathematial notation.For example, you an leave spae for a graph, omputations, tables, et. and then write it in byhand later. You an also inlude graphs or omputations in an appendix at the end of your report.Your presentation is important and I should be able to learly read and understand what you aresaying. Your report should provide answers to eah of the questions below.2 Tangent PlanesReall that the equation of the tangent plane for f(x; y) at the point (a; b) is given byz = fx(a; b) x + fy(a; b) y +  (1)where  is determined by making sure the plane passes through the point (a; b; f(a; b)). Anotherformula often used is z = f(a; b) + fx(a; b)(x� a) + fy(a; b)(y � b) (2)giving the spei� value of . This formula is reminisent of the start of a Taylor series! Note:Details, explanations and examples of useful ommands regarding tangent planes an be found inthe MAPLE Worksheet on Tangent Planes we started on Friday, Feb. 18. (This worksheet isavailable on the ourse webpage as well.)1. For the funtion f(x; y) = 1 � x2 � y2, �nd the equation of the tangent plane at the point(3;�2). Plot the tangent plane and the funtion on the same graph (hoose a good domainto plot over) and turn in this plot. Find the equation of the tangent plane at the point (0; 0).1



What is signi�ant about this point? Plot the tangent plane and the funtion on the samegraph (hoose a good domain to plot over) and turn in this plot.2. For the funtion g(x; y) = y3 � 12y + 2x2 + 4x + 4, �nd the equation of the tangent planeat the point (�1; 2). What is signi�ant about this point? Plot the tangent plane and thefuntion on the same graph and turn in this plot. Compare with the previous problem.3. For the funtion h(x; y) = sin(xy), �nd the equation of the tangent plane at the point (0; 0).What kind of point is (0; 0)? Plot the tangent plane and the funtion on the same graph(hoose a good domain to plot over) and turn in this plot.4. Based on Questions 1{3, what an you onlude about the tangent plane to a maximum,minimum or saddle? How is this similar to what we know from Cal 1 when onsidering thetangent line at an extremum? In general, given an arbitrary funtion f(x; y), how do weloate the extrema? Compare this with how we �nd extrema for funtions of one variable.5. De�ne a MAPLE funtion alled tanplane(a,b,h) whih plots both the funtion f(x; y) =1 � x2 � y2 and its tangent plane at the point (a; b) over the plot range a � h � x �a + h; b � h � y � b + h. For example, when you type tanplane(-1,0,2), you should geta 3d plot of f(x; y) and its tangent plane at the point (�1; 0) drawn over the plot range of�3 � x � 1;�2 � y � 2. The �rst part of your ommand should look liketanplane := (a,b,h) -> plot3d({...}, ... );You must �ll in the important information inside the plot3d ommand (this will ontain theinput variables a, b and h.) One you get your ommand working, use it to view varioustangent planes on the graph of f(x; y) to get a better understanding of the funtion. Theonly item that needs to be turned in for this question is the de�nition of your funtiontanplane(a,b,h). No graphs should be turned in for this question.6. Repeat Problem 5 for the funtion h(x; y) = sin(xy). Again, the only item that needs to beturned in for this question is the de�nition of your funtion tanplane(a,b,h). No graphsshould be turned in for this question.3 Appliations of the Dot Produt: A Dating ServieThe dot produt between two vetors ~v � ~w an be de�ned regardless of the dimension of the spaethe vetors live in. This is not true for the ross produt. If ~v has omponents (v1; v2; : : : ; vn) and~w has omponents ~w = (w1; w2; : : : ; wn) (so ~v; ~w 2 Rn), then we de�ne the dot produt as~v � ~w = v1w1 + v2w2 + � � �+ vnwn:This is just a generalization of the formula for vetors with 3 omponents. The same algebraiproperties that held for the standard dot produt in 3-d hold here as well (ommutative, distributive,et.). As before, the length of a vetor an be written in terms of the dot produt:jj~vjj2 = ~v � ~v2



But what about the geometri properties? If ~v; ~w 2 R20 , its hard to imagine the osine of the anglebetween two vetors in 20 dimensional spae. However, we an use the equation~v � ~w = jj~vjjjj~wjj os �to de�ne the angle � between two vetors in Rn . In other words, � an be found by solving theequation os � = ~v � ~wjj~vjjjj~wjj (3)for �. The only problem with this de�nition is that we do not a priori know that the right-handside of equation (3) is atually between �1 and 1. This must be true, otherwise the equation maybe unde�ned. We will prove this with a few exerises.Suppose that ~v and ~w are any two vetors in Rn and de�ne a funtion f(t) of a single variablet by f(t) = (~v + t ~w) � (~v + t ~w)1. Notie that f(t) outputs real numbers. Show that f(t) � 0 for all t.2. Using the standard algebrai properties of the dot produt, expand f(t) into a quadratipolynomial in t. (These properties are on page 622 of the text by MCallum, et. al.)3. Knowing that f(t) � 0 for all t, ompute the disriminant of the quadrati polynomial toshow that j~v � ~wj � jj~vjjjj~wjj (4)Reall that the disriminant of ax2 + bx +  is b2 � 4a. The inequality (4) is alled theCauhy-Shwartz inequality.This lever proof guarantees that the right-hand side of equation (3) is atually between �1and 1, and so the de�nition of os � makes sense. One of the useful appliations of this fatis that it provides us with a measure of loseness for two vetors in Rn . If � is small, then ~vand ~w are lose together. If � is large, then ~v and ~w are far apart.Computer Dating ServieSuppose that Eliza has deided to let a omputer dating servie math her up with one of foureligible bahelors, Aaron, Bart, Carl and Doug. The method whih the dating servie uses isto have partiipants rate how muh they like 10 di�erent ie-ream avors on a sale of 1 to 10(1 for avors you detest, 10 for avors you love). By pairing up people with similar ie-reampreferenes, the dating servie �gures that this is as good a riterion as any for mathing upfuture mates.The table below shows how eah ontestant ranked the 10 avors. Eah olumn of the tablean be thought of as a vetor in R10 representing the preferenes of eah ontestant.
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Flavors E liza Aaron Bart Carl Dougvanilla 5 9 2 5 10hoolate 7 4 8 6 8strawberry 4 2 3 6 7moha almond 9 9 8 7 5peppermint 8 5 3 5 6butter pean 7 10 8 8 7oreo ookie 6 3 8 7 2o�ee 2 4 5 7 5peahes 'n ream 4 5 3 6 8innamon 8 8 4 8 74. Note that the length of any olumn vetor is a measurement of how muh that partiularindividual likes ie-ream in general, as the higher numbers indiate they prefer many avors,not just one or two. By omputing the lengths of the vetors for eah ontestant, plae themin order based on how muh ie-ream they like.Hint: MAPLE has a ommand alled dotprod(v,w) whih omputes the dot produt of thevetors ~v and ~w, as long as both have the same number of omponents (otherwise the dotprodut isn't de�ned). To use this ommand you need to load in a linear algebra pak-age by typing with(linalg):. A vetor an be reated in MAPLE as a list, for example,v := [1,2,3,4,5℄;, whih assigns the vetor (1; 2; 3; 4; 5) to ~v.5. Compute the osine of the angle between the vetors for eah of the male ontestants andEliza to determine who the dating servie mathes up with Eliza. Who �nishes seond, thirdand fourth?
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